Achieve sophistication in your MULTI-CLOUD MIGRATION & OPERATIONS

5x FASTER CLOUD ADOPTION

AT 30% LOWER CLOUD TCO

ZERO-TRUST SECURITY
AppZ - A TOOL POWERED WAY TO MAKE YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION DREAM A REALITY.

AppZ is a Lowtouch cloud platform.
- Cloud Automation platform for VM-to-VM & VM-to-Kubernetes migrations.
- Upstream Kubernetes.
- Cloud-native services.

AppZ Stacks - Multi-cloud accelerators.
- Curated templates for popular application stacks.
- Risk-mitigated configurations.
- Pre-tested, hardened, ready-to-use.

AppZ helps optimize cloud resource utilization.
- Leverages cloud native resource optimization techniques.
- Lowtouch migration and cloud operations.
- Repeatable automated process.

AppZ helps achieve sophistication in cloud adoption.
- Infrastructure-as-Code,
- Configuration-as-Code, and
- Policy-as-Code.

Benefits of AppZ
- Improve efficiency & productivity across development lifecycle.
- Faster speed and consistency.
- Reduced management overhead.
- Enforce best-practices.
- Achieve standardization.
- Implement version controls.
- Achieve a high level of Automation.
- Improve security.
- Maximize auditability and traceability.
- Apply workflows, approvals, reviews and validations.
- Achieve consistency.
- Streamline testing & quality control process.

eCloudControl.com
AppZ ARCHITECTURE

USE CASES
CREATE SECURE CLOUD LANDING ZONE IN MINUTES
GREENFIELD APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
MIGRATE EXISTING APPLICATIONS TO CLOUD
OPTIMIZE CLOUD FOOTPRINT & LOWER TCO
LOWTOUCH CLOUD OPERATIONS

AppZ LOWTOUCH PLATFORM

AppZ SINGLE-Pane-OF-Glass DASHBOARD & OPERATIONS
AppZ GITOPS
AppZ DASHBOARD
AppZ OBSERVABILITY
AppZ ALERTS
AppZ COMPLIANCE
AppZ AUTOMATION
AppZ STACKS
AppZ ENGINE

MULTI/HYBRID CLOUD

AppZ MODULES

AppZ AUTOMATION
Swiss army knife of automation tools blended into one - Support Ansible, Terraform, Docker, Helm, Python & Bash.

AppZ STACKS
Pre-fabricated, pre-tested migration and deployment templates. Unique customization layering mechanism.

AppZ ENGINE
Designed to scale, event-driven architecture, plug-and-play integration, auto-upgrades.

AppZ ALERTS
Rules-based alerts generation, configure using GitOps, integrate with incident management, auto-workflow.

AppZ GITOPS

AppZ DASHBOARD
Change log, build log, deployment logs, scan results, audit logs, system logs, and more.

AppZ OBSERVABILITY
Leverages popular tools Prometheus and Grafana with Alert Manager for maximum visibility and operational efficiency.

AppZ COMPLIANCE
Policy as code, drift prevention, and alerts, integration with SIEM, audit log, activity logs, separation of duties.

INCREASED AGILITY
• VM/Container Deployments in minutes.
• Application/Microservice Deployments using GitOps.
• Single Pipeline for Deployments of Infrastructure, Configuration & Policies.

REDUCE RISK
• Hardened Images.
• Zero Privileged Access.
• Enterprise Grade Controls.
• Standardize Configuration & Policies.

REDUCE COST
• Automated Migrations, Deployments & Operations.
• Self Healing + Auto Scaling.
• Auto Patching/Upgrading.
OUR CLOUD SERVICES

MIGRATION-AS-A-SERVICE.
• Automated migration using pre-fabricated templates.
• Predictable results with fail-fast approach, iterate faster.
• Multi-cloud, multi-platform, on-prem to cloud, cloud to cloud.

DAY2 OPERATIONS.
• Enhance your day-2 operation.
• Improve resilience.
• Lower cost of ownership.

SRE-AS-A-SERVICE.
• Improve customer experience using sophisticated SRE model.
• Smart dashboard with integrated alert-manager.
• Leverage self-healing, auto-scaling.
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